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ABSTRACT 
The inf luence curve (.IC) o f  a Fisher-consistent funct ional  was int roduced by F. Hampel  and 
plays a central  role in the search for robust estimators. An extension of  this not ion to non-Fisher- 
consistent functionals is proposed in order to investigate the infinitesimal robustness o f  more 
general statistics, e.g. those used in hypothesis  testing. This new def init ion inherits many useful 
properties, including some on asymptot ic  eff ic iency. Funct ionals in two variables, arising f rom 
two-sample  statistics, are t reated too.  Connect ions with Hodges-Lehmann shift est imators are 
discovered. One- and two-sample rank statistics il lustrate the theory .  
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the use of in- 
fluence curves to functionals which are of a more 
general type than those arising from "good" estimators. 
The condition of Fisher-consistency, necessary in
Hampel's theory (for example in connection with the 
Cram6r-Rao inequality) can be dispensed with, pursu- 
ing an idea of Noether [1]. In section 2 the influence 
curve is defined in its more general setting. Now the 
infinitesimal robustness of a test statistic an be studied, 
since it appears to be a desirable feature if this statistic 
is rather insensitive to outliers. Influence "curves" of 
two-sample statistics (including estimators) are also 
introduced. The case where nuisance parameters occur 
is not yet treated;we hope to do this in later work. 
In section 3 some general properties of the IC are 
listed, such as an interesting connection with shift 
estimators of the Hodges-Lehmann type [2]. Examples 
of influence curves and their applications are given in 
section 4. 
2. DEFINITION OF THE INFLUENCE CURVE 
2.1. The one-sample case 
Consider amodel with one parameter 0 and a sequence 
of statistics (used to estimate 0 or to test a certain 
hypothesis about 0), defining a functional. We shall 
try to find out how the value of this functional changes 
when the underlying distribution does not belong to 
the model, but lies in its vicinity. 
The space ~ is a subset of the real line P,, and has its 
Borel o-algebra; the parameter space O is a convex 
subset of R. The (fixed) model consists of a family 
of probability measures F0, identified with the cor- 
responding cumulative distribution functions (cdf). 
(Often 0 is a location or scale parameter, but this is 
not necessary). We consider a sequence of statistics 
TN(X 1 ..... XN). Suppose there exists a functional 
T : a1(~2 ) -~ ~. (where al(f~ ) is the space of all signed 
measures with mass i on ~), such that TN(X 1 ..... XN) 
converges in probability to T(G) when N -~ ~ and 
the observations are independently identical distributed 
(rid) according to the true underlying distribution G. 
These statistics TN are used to estimate 0 or to test a 
hypothesis of the type 0 = 00 against he alternative 
0 > 00. In the latter case one compares T N with a 
critical value hN(a ) depending on the level a. (In 
practice, one often does not work with T N but with 
N1/2T N or NTN, as is the case with rank statistics. 
This factor is however not relevant). 
When T is Fisher-consistent, meaning that T(F0) = 0 
for all 0, the influence curve has been defined by 
Hampel [3]. (In this paper we shall denote these in- 
fluence curves by IC H, to avoid confusion). In test 
situations however, many statistics converge to non- 
Fisher-consistent functionals. 
To remedy this, we define the mappings ~N : O -~ R 
with ~N(0) : = E0 [TN] , and we put ~(0) : = T(F0). 
We assume that 
(i) ~N(0) converges to ~(0) for all 0 
(ii) ~ is differentiable and strictly monotone, so ~-1 
exists. 
Define U(G) as ~-I[T(G)]; this functional gives the 
parameter value which the true underlying distribution 
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G would have if it would belong to the model. This U 
is clearly Fisher-consistent, since 
U(Fs) = ~-I[T(FG)] = 8. We now only have to 
calculate Hampel's influence curve of U. 
Denote by bx the Dirac probability measure in x, for 
all x in ~.  When F~" is the cdf corresponding to the 
parameter value 0", we define F~,e, x = (1-e)F~ + e6 x 
in ~(~)  for all e. 
Definition 2.1. 
The influence curve of the functional T at F~- is de- 
fined by means of  the expression 
IC(T;Fff ;x) := I cH(u ;F~ ;x) 
= lime ~ 0 [U (V0" ' e, x) - U (F0-)] / e 
for all x in ~ where the limit (poss ib ly  + oo or -oo) 
exists. 
tin his original paper [3], Hampel defined the IC as a 
right hand limit. However, in recent years [4], [5], 
[6] it has been replaced by a two-sided limit for 
mathematical convenience). 
Generally U cannot be constructed explicitly; how- 
ever, the IC can, since it equals 
[U(F0,e,x)]e = 0' so when 
ae 
(i~) ~'(~) ¢ 0 
is satisfied, we have : 
IC(T;Fff;x) = ~e [W(F0'e'x)]e =0/~" (~)" (2.1) 
The IC thus describes the influence of outliers in the 
sample on the value of the statistic; a bounded IC 
thus indicates a f'mite sensitivity to outliers. The 
advantages of  the standardization will include some 
interesting properties of the IC, concerning asymptotic 
efficiency and a connection with shift estimators. On 
the other hand, for Fisher-consistent estimators deiVmi - 
tion 2.1 coincides with Hampel's def'mition since in 
this case ~ (0) = T(F0) = 0 for all O, so U = T. 
In the test problem we shall calculate the IC only at 
the null hypothesis (denote F : = F00 and put 0 = 00) 
for simplicity. 
Remark 
It is not difficult to construct artificial examples where 
the conditions on ~ do not hold. For example, (i_i) is 
violated if one replaces a "good" 
T by IT - ~ (~') [1/3 sign [T - ~ (8") ], and (iii) is violated 
by [T - ~ (~')]3. However, in actual applications (see 
section 4) these conditions do not constitute a prob- 
lem. 
2.2. The two-sample case 
Suppose that ~1 = ~2 are subsets of ~ with their 
Borel a-algebras. For each N, we choose m(N)land 
n(N) so that a sample of re(N) points from ~ is 
taken, and a sample of n(N) points from ~2,  with 
m(N) + n(N) = N. Here re(N) and n(N) tend to inf'mity 
as N -* oo, with lim m(N)/N = X, 0 < X < 1. In the 
location problem, the "strict model" (without con- 
tamination effects) asserts that the sample of  £~1 is 
G-distributed and the sample of ~22 is F-distributed 
where a relation of the type G(x)= F (x -  0) must hold 
for all x ("location shift"). This 0 belongs to a set 0;  
put 00 = 0. We often want to estimate 0 or to test 0=00 
against 0 > 00" For either of these purposes we can use a 
statistic TN(X 1 ..... Xm; Yl ..... Yn)" Now assume the 
existence of  a functional T : &1(~21) x a l (~2 ) --, I~ 
such that TN(X 1 ..... Xm; Yl ..... ~nl tends to 
T(H 1 , H 2) when N- ,  oo and the observations are lid 
according to H 1 and H 2. 
Suppose TN is invariant with respect o an identical 
shift of  both samples. We want to calculate the IC in 
a pair (G, F) with G(x) = F(x - 0); now the "straight 
line" going through F and G, consisting of all transla- 
tion images of  F, is fully determined. On this "straight 
line", the expected value of T N when the samples 
originate from two distributions differing by the shift 
parameter 0, clearly depends on 0 alone; we may there- 
fore denote it by ~N(0). We assume that ~N tends to ~, 
def'med in the same way as the value of T. We say T is 
Fisher-conslstent when ~(0) = 0 for all 0. Again we sup- 
pose ~" and ~-1 exist, and we define 
U(H 1, H 2) : = ~-I[T(H1, H2)] for all H I and H 2. 
A fundamental difference with one-sample statistics 
arises : outliers may occur in the first sample, in the 
second, and in both. Thus there are a priori also three 
different IC's (which are, however, usually strongly 
linked : see section 3.2). For each x in o1~2 and y in ~22 
and every e, we def'me Ge, x = (1 -e )G + e~ x and 
Fe,y = (1 -  e)F + eSy. 
Definition 2.2. 
In all points where the limits exist, define : 
IC I (T;G'F;x)  = lime--* 0 [U(Ge,x'F) - U(G,F)]/e 
IC2(T;G'F;Y) = lime--, 0 [U(G'Fe, y) - U(G,F)]/e 
IC(T;G,F;x,y) = lira e -. 0 [U(Ge,x'Fe,y) - U(G,F)]/e. 
Note that IC(T;G,F;x,y) is not a curve any more, 
but a surface. The interpretations and remarks of the 
one-sample case remain valid; for instance, for the cal- 
culation we use 
IC(T;G,F;x,y) = ~e [T(Ge,x,Fe,y)]e=0/~'(0),  (2.2) 
etc. We usually calculate the influence curve only at 
F = G and use the notations ICI(T;F;x), IC2(T;F;y ) 
and IC(T;F;x,y). 
The case of  a parameter of relative scale (g(x) = F(x/8) 
with 80 = 1) can be treated analogously. 
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3. PROPERTIES OF THE IC 
3.1. The one-sample case 
Proposition 3.I 
Under the assumptions of section 2.1, we have 
f IC(T;F;x) dF(x) = O. 
Proof 
This follows from Reeds [4, p. 38]. 
With estimators, an important role is played by the 
following property [3] : 
f [ICH(T;F;x)]2dF(x) = o 2 (3.1) 
where o 2 is the asymptotic variance of the sequence 
T N. If Hampel's definition of the IC H would be ap- 
plied to a non-Fisher-consistent sequence, (3.1)would 
still hold, but it would then have little importance 
since one needs Fisher-consistency forthe Cram~r-Rao 
inequality (see [5], p. 22). (Therefore, o 2 gives insuf- 
ficient information for efficiency considerations). 
With thisin mind, we shall extend (3.1) to test sta- 
tistics in terms of the IC of definition 2.1. 
We need Pitman's theorem as it can be found in 
Noether [1] (with the mi= 1, bi = 1_). Recall that 
~N(O) = EOITN] and define 02(0) as VarO(TN). 
Put F := F00. The asymptotic (Pitman) efficacy c2 
at F is now defined as 
c2 = limN -. oo [~q(00)]2/N 02(00)" (3.2) 
The asymptotic relative fficiency (are 1.2) of two 
tests is then defined as in Noether [1]. The asymptotics 
are constructed as follows : take the power at the 
alternative ON= 00 + rN -1/2 and obtain the 
asymptotic power (for r > 0) : 
P = 1 - • (~ 1 - a - r c) (3.3) 
where 4~ is the standard normal and X 1 -ct its (1 -ct)- 
quantile. 
Pitman's theorem now states that 
arel~ 2 = (cl)2/(c2)2 (3.4) 
Proposition 3.2 
Under the assumptions of section 2.1, [1], and (3.1), 
we have - JIC(T;F;x)2dF(x) = (c2) -1. 
Proof 
We have IC(T;F;x)= (B/0e)[T(F00,e,x)]e= 0/~'(00) 
because of (2.1). Combining 
f {(a/i)e)IT(F00,e,x)le=0 ~2dF(x)= 02 
with o 2 = lim N _~ oo N4(00),  the left-hand side of 
the equality is limN_ . oo N°2(00)/[~lq(00)] 2 = (c2) -1" 
Now one can reformulate (3.3) and (3.4) in terms of 
the IC. 
Re?na~]¢ 
When we apply (3.2) to a Fisher-consistent sequence 
of estimators, we see that c 2 equals (o2) -1, so (3.4) 
still holds. Since definition 2.1 applies to such sequence 
and yields the IC H, proposition 3.2 is a general property, 
If we denote the Fisher-information by I(F) and the 
density of F 0 by f0' we also obtain :
Proposition 3.3 (Cram~r-Rao) 
Under the assumptions of section 2.1, [1], and (3.1), 
we have f IC(T;F;x)2dF(x) > I(F) -1. The statistics T N 
are asymptotically efficient at F (meaning we have 
equality) if and only if IC(T;F;x) is proportional to 
O__aO [log fO(X)]O = O0" 
Proof 
This follows from Huber ([5], page 22) because U is 
Fisher-consistent. 
One defines the (absolute) asymptotic efficiency eat F 
as e : = c2/I(F). With proposition 3.3 one can fred the 
classically optimal procedures, which have e = 1. 
3.2. The two-sample case 
Proposition 3.4 
Under the assumptions of section 2.2, it holds that 
flCl(T;F;x)dF(x ) = flC2(T;r;y) dF(y )
= f f IC(T;F;x,y) dF(x)dF(y) = 0. 
We now investigate how IC1, IC 2 and IC are related. 
Proposition 3-~ 
Under the assumptions of section 2.2 
IC(T~;x,y) = ICI(T;F;x ) + IC2(T;F,3r ). 
Proof 
Apply the chain rule to the numerator of (2.2). 
From now on, we shall always assume property (S) 
ICI(T;F;x ) = -IC2(T;F;x ) (S) 
holds. It reflects acertain symmetry ofT, namely 
"treating both samples in the same way", so 
IC(T;F;x,x) = 0 for all x. (For a counterexample, r - 
write (4.4) with two estimators S m and S n which have 
a different IcH). 
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When we calculate the first order terms in the von 
Mises expansion of T, we obtain the following approxi- 
1 and 2 are the empirical distribu- mations (where F m F n 
tions) : 
T(Flm, F 2 ) 
+ [TIF,F ,y)I = 0dFn2(y) = 
1 Z m O [T(Fe,xi,F)]e= 0 + -- m i=l~--ee 
1 n 
+ --n :Cj =1 [T(F'Fe,yj)le= 0' so 
1 a 
VarF,F(TN ) -~ m VarF {"~e [r(Fe'x'F)]e = 0 } 
1 {~e [T(F'Fe'y)Ie = 0 }" + n VarF 
Let us now impose condition (A), which states that 
asymptotically this approximation becomes exact :
limN-~ oo N VarF,F(TN) 
=limN~oo {NVarF [~-e [T(Fe,x,F)]e 




Under the assumptions of section 2.2, [1], (A) and 
estimators and test statistics, where for two-sample 
statistics "IC" stands for IC 1 or IC 2. 
3.3. A connection with shift estimators 
Suppose the model is F 0 (x) = F(x-0) with 0 0 = 0; 
make the same assumptions concerning T N and T as 
for definition 2.1. (To fix ideas, let T N be the one- 
sample Wiicoxon statistic). Denote the translation 
over b of a cdf G as G b (x) = G(x -b). Assume that 
T (Gb) is strictly increasing and continuous inb (for 
all G in a certain domain depending on the form of 
T) and that a (necessarily unique) solution of the equa- 
tion T(Gb) = T(F) exists. 
Definition 3.1 
Define the "shift estimate of location" A(G) as the 
unique solution of T(G(_ A)) = T(F). 
Assume that A is the limit of its finite-sample v rsions 
1 inf {dITN(X-d ) < hN(a ~ AN(X) = T 
1 {d[TN(X_d) + ~- sup > hN(~Z)} 
where X-d means that one substracts d from each 
observation i the sample X. (The scale case with 
F0(x ) = F(x/0) and 0 0 = 1 can be treated analogously, 
as well as the two-sample problem). 
For example, from one-sample location rank statistics 
T N we Fred some R-estimators, asthey were first dis- 
covered by Hodges and Lehmann [2]. Huber [5] con- 
structs them out of two-sample t sts, whereas they 
(S), we obtain are formulated from a one-sample rank test approach 
" 2 by Hettmansperger and Utts [6]. The idea is to con- 
f IC l(T;F;x)2dF(x) = X (1-~) (c2) -1 = j ic 2 (T;F;y) dF(y) struct estimators from tests with good properties. This 
and 
ff IC(T;F;x,y)2dF(x)dF(y) = 2),(1-X)(c2) -1. 
Proof 
Because of proposition 3.5 and (S), we only have to 
prove the first equality. Let us calculate the asymptotic 
variance o2 of TN(X 1 ..... Xm; Yl ..... Yn) by means 
of properties (A) and (S) 
o2 = limN ~ ~o N VarF,F(TN) 
= limN._, oo N( I+  1) f { ~e [T(Fe,x,F)] e_ 0 }2dF(x), 
so f {~e [T(Fe'x'F)le=0}2dF(x) = h(1-)')°2' and 
using (2.2) the rest of the proof follows as in proposi- 
tion 3.2. 
Replacing c 2 by means of proposition 3.6 we obtain 
the same corollaries; e can be defined as c2/[X(1-~X)I(F)]. 
It appears that e = [I(F)fIC(T;F;x)2dF(x)] -1 is a 
general property holding for one- and two-sarriple 
approach is not limited to location : for instance, 
Bauer [7] obtains confidence intervals for the ratio of 
scale parameters in the two-sample problem by invert- 
ing scale rank statistics. 
Restricting ourselves for simplicity to the one-sample 
location case, we prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.7 
Under the assumptions ofdefinitions 2.1 and 3.1 
IC(T;F;x) = IcH(A;F;x) for all x. 
 oof 
From definition 3.1 it follows for all x and e that 
T[(Fe,x) (_Ae,x)] = T(F), with F0, x = F and A0, x = 0. 
Hence 
8 {U[(Fe,x ) 8~-1  -~e (-Ae,x)]}e=0 =Oe [T[(Fe'x) (-Ae,x)]]}e=0--G 
using the chain rule, we Fred 
 tU(F ,x)1 =o + = o. 
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Now U(F(_Ae ,x ) )  = -Ae, x because U is Fisher- 
consistent, and therefore this equation becomes 
IC(T;F;x) - IcH(A;F;x) = 0, which ends the proof. 
This proposition seems to be related to a result of 
Bickel ([8], section 3), who proves certain statistics 
have asymptotically the same behaviour. Moreover, 
proposition 3.2 and 3.7, together with Pitman's 
theorem, confn-m theorem 6 of Hodges and Lehmann 
[21. 
4. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
4.1. One-sample statistics 
Let us take the location model F0(x ) = F(x-0) where 
0 0 = 0 or the scale model F0(x ) = F(x/0) with 0 0 = 1. 
Here F is symmetric and has a positive absolutely con- 
tinuous density f. One wants to estimate 0 or to test 
0 = 0 0 against 0 > 0 0. The estimators T N of the types 
M, L and R as surveyed by Huber [5] correspond to 
Fisher-consistent functionals; their IC can be looked 
up in the same reference. These statistics can be used 
just as well for the testing problem ; in practice one 
would be inclined to work with N1/2(T N - %) be- 
cause of the asymptotic normality at the null hypo- 
thesis. 
We meet non-Fisher-consistent functionals while study- 
ing rank statistics. One-sample rank tests only exist 
for the location problem; they are described in H~jek 
and ~idgk [9]. In the sample (x 1 ..... XN), R + is the 
rank of Ixil. Now put 
1 N 
= l~i= 1 a~q (R+) sign (xi) (4.1) TN 
(in practice one often uses NTN), where the scores 
a~q(i) are nondecreasing, and only defined up to a 
positive factor. Suppose there is a score-generating 
function ~b + : [0, 1] -, IRwhich is square integrable 
and nondecreasing; score-generating means that 
- I  
l imN,  oo  fo {a~(1 + [uNl)- q~ + (u)}2du = 0 where 
[uN] is the greatest integer which is not greater than 
uN. The ~b + of the most efficient rank tests are 
q~+ (u,f) = - f ' [F - l (1  + -~-u)]/f[FX -1 (~_+1 lu ) ] .  
The T N converge to the non-Fisher-consistent func- 
tional T : 
T(G) = f~+[G(Ixl) -G(- lx l) ls ign(x)dG(x).  (4.2) 
From H~jek and Sid~k ([9], page 220) we find that 
1 
~N(0)-~ 0 f0 ~+(u)¢+(u'f)du'  so 
1 
"(0) = f0 ~b+ (u) ~b + (u,f)du. As for the numerator in 
(2.1), we break the integration at zero, perform some 
partial integrations and obtain 
1 
IC(T;F;x) = ~b+[2F([xD-1]sign(x)/fA ~+(u) ¢+(u,f)du. 
(4.3) 
One could also use proposition 3.7; A(G) is determined 
by f ¢+ [G(lx- AI + A) -g  (-Ix -AI + A)] sign(x-A)dG(x) = 0. 
Now replace all G by Fe,x, all A by Ae, x and put the 
derivative with respect o e at 0 of the entire expression 
equal to zero; then solve the resulting equation in 
~-~-[Ae,x]e =0" 
Examples 
The sign test statistic has ~b + (u) = 1, so 
IC(T;F ;x) = sign (x)/2f (0), the IC of the median 
estimator. The one-sample Wilcoxon test statistic has 
~+ (u) = u, so its IC is that of the Hodges-Lehmann 
estimator, which is derived from it. The Van der Waer- 
den- Van Eeden and the normal scores test statistics 
both have ~b + (u) ~-1, 1 1 = ~-~- + u), so their IC equals 
that of the normal scores estimator. At • the IC is un- 
bounded; in fact IC(T;~;x) = x, so (proposition 3.3) 
the latter tests are asymptotically efficient here. The 
sign and the Wilcoxon test statistics have a bounded IC; 
their efflciencies at ~, given by proposition 3.2, are 
2/¢r = 0.64 and 3/zt = 0.95. 
4.2. Two-sample statistics 
We have the situation of  defmition 2.2; the "model" 
states G(x) = F (x- 0) with 00 = 0 or G(x) = F(x/0) 
with 00 = 1. (Here F is as in section 4.1). A Fisher-con- 
sistent statistic an be constructed out of  a one-sample 
M-, L- or R-estimator in a simple way : apply it to both 
samples, obtaining Sm(Hlm)and Sn(H2n ) and put 
TN(Hlm,H2n) Sm(Hlm ) H 2 = - Sn(n)  (4 .4 )  
in the location case. (Replace subtraction by division 
in the scale problem). This T N can serve as an estimator 
or a test statistic. Clearly, 
IC(T;F;x,y) = IcH(s;F;x) - IcH(s;F;y).  
Two-sample rank statistics provide interesting examples 
of non-Fisher-consistent functionals. Location rank tests 
are based on the ranks R i of x i in the pooled sample; 
in H~jek and gidlk [9] the following test statistics are 
studied :
1 N 
T N = -~ Ei= 1 aN(Ri) (4.5) 
with nondecreasing aN(i), only defined up to a positive 
affme transformation. Suppose a score-generating func- 
tion ¢ exists which is odd (meaning q~(1-u) = -¢  (u)), 
so f q~[F(x)]dF(x) =0. The ~ of the most efficient rank 
test is given by 
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(u ,  f )  = - {f "[F-l(u)] -} / ~[F-l(u)]}. Now T N cor- 
responds to the non-Fisher-consistent functional T : 
T(H1,H 2) = f ~ [M-II(t) + (1-X)H2(t)]dHl(t). (4.6) 
Applying deFmition 2.2 one obtains, independent of  
X: 
ICI(T;F;x ) = ~[F(x)]/ f  (~0F) ' ( t )dF(t)  
(4.7) 1 
= ~[F(x)]/f£ ~ (u) q~ (u, f) du. 
Since property (S) is satisfied, only IC 1 must be written 
down;we call it "the influence curve" (ofT at F). One- 
sample and two-sample rank statistics are "similar" 
1 1 when ~b + (u) = q~ (-~- + ~-u)  : it is easily verified that 
both have the same influence curve at F as the R- 
estimator constructed with the same ~b. 
both have a bounded IC 1 too. The Klotz as well as the 
Capon-normal scores test statistics correspond to 
¢l(U) = [~-l(u)]2 -1 ,  so at • we find 
ICI(T;~;x)  = -2-'1 (x 2 - 1) which implies (proposition 
3.3) they are asymptotically efficient. The former tests 
have (at qb) the asymptotic efficiencies 0.37, 0.61 and 
0.76, in accordance with proposition 3.6. Bauer's 
estimators of  relative scale (see section 3.3) now have 
the same IC as the rank statistics from which they are 
derived. 
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Examples 
1 The median test statistic has qS(u) = -1 for u < -~-, 
qS(u) = 1 for u > _~1, and the same influence curve as 
2 
the sign test statistic. The two-sample Wilcoxon test 
u 1 factor) statistic orresponds to ~b(u) = --~-- (up to a 
and is similar to its one-sample counterpart. The Van 
der Waerden and the Fisher-Yates-Terry-Hoeffding- 
normal scores test statistics have ~b (u) = d9 -1 (u) and 
thus they are also similar to their one-sample versions. 
The results of section 4.1 (e.g. the values of e) thus 
remain valid. 
Two-sample rank tests for scale are based on (4.5) with 
scores al(i ) corresponding to a score-generating ~b 1, 
this time supposed to be even (~bl(1-u) = ~bl(U)), and 
nondecreasing for u ~ 1_.  Because q51 is defined up 
2 
to a positive affine transformation, we may still assume 
f~bl[F(t)]dF(t ) = 0. The most efficient ¢1 is now 
~bl(u,f ) = -1 -F - l (u )  {f ' [F- l (u)]} / {f[F- l (u)]} . 
From definition 2.2 : 
ICI(T;F;x ) = ~l[F(x)]/ft(¢) 10F) "(t)dF(t) 
1 
= ~b l[F(x)]/fo q~l (u) ~bl(u,f)du. 
(4.8) 
Examples 
(See H~jek and gid~l¢ [9]).The quartile test statistic 
1 o ru> 3 and~bl(U )=-1 for  has ~bl(U ) = 1 for u < -~- -~, 
14 < u < 3 .  Therefore, ICI(T;F;x ) = k for x < F - l (1 )  
or x > F - l (3 ) ,  and ICI(T;F;x ) = -k  when 
F -1 (4  ) < x < F -1 (3) ,  where k = 1.17 at F= ~. 
The Ansari-Bradley and the Mood test statistics cor- 
1 i = (u_ l  1 respond to ~l(U) = lu - - -  I - - -  and el(U) )2 . 
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